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GERMANY IS

REPARATIO

IE

WHO SAID "NO" TO
PEACE TERMS URGES
COUNTRY TO BALK

S. KELP ISJOEE EXPECTED

Achievement In World War Entitle!
Americans to Final Decision, Says
County Brockdorff Von Ran- tzsau in a Statement.
Berlin. Count Brockdorff Von Itan-tzsaconsiders that present events
have completely Justified his action In
refusing to sign the peace treaty at
Versailles.
The report of American exports and
imports last year, by countries, issued
by the department
of commerce,
shows that exports to Great Britain
and France and Italy fell off sharply.
Those countries, however, increased
their shipments to the United States,
as did practically all the other important nations.
.
Rantzsau, who as foreign minister
headed the German peace delegation
at Versailles, and who created a sensation by remaining seated when he
answered Clemenseau's presentation
of the treaty terms, asserts that the
allied demands now prove the correctness of his views regarding the impossibility of complying with the
treaty.
Rantzsau Is the only German statesman so far who has had the courage to say "no" to the allied demands. This Is now being recalled
and his friends predict that he may
again play an important role In Germany's politics.
- Rantzsau contends that the" moment
.has again arrived for the German people in one voice to answer "no" to
the- reparation
demands as fixed by
the allies. Like every other prominent
German statesman, former statesman,
political leader or industrial captain,
Rantzsau considers that America's attitude on the action of the supreme
council can be as decisive as , was
America's. Intervention in the war.
American Aims Ideal.
"As long as I was foreign minister,"
he said, "I believe I fully understood
America's attitude. America entered
the war principally for ideal aims and
the whole world knows that America
and not England and France decfded
the war.
"I am not pleading for Germany,
but I should think that after America's
great achievement, the American people would become convinced that this
very achievement aad victory for
American ideals in the interest of the
whole world, placed a new obligation
upon them.
"I quite understand that after the
experiences of the last two years the
great statesmen of America are inclined to disinterest themselves in the
special questions of Europe.
" Coming negotiations between America and Germany will give the
United States an opportunity to play
the role to which It is entitled as a
decisive factor In the outcome of the
war, to assure the world a peace that
will realize the ideals for which the
sons of America fought and bled."
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MAJ. GEN. HENRY T. ALLEN
- SENDS U. S. REGRET

NOWREJECTED
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Berlin. Brig. Gen. Henry T. Allen,
commander of the American army of
occupation on the Rhine, has made a
formal apology to both the Berlin government and the government of Baden
for the recent attempt by men connected with the American forces to
take Into custody Grover Cleveland
Bergdoll, American draft evader, and
his chauffeur, Isaac Steelier, says an
official statement issue 1 by the German government.
The statement says that Colonel
Stone, acting on orders from General
Allen, called in the imperial commission for the occupied Rhine areas and
declared General Allen desired to
make a formal apology to the imperial
German and Baden governments for
the attempt to arrest Bergdoll on Baden territory.
Through his offlcial
representative,- - the
communication
states, General Allen declared he had
given no orders for the attempt
against Bergdoll, which he greatly deplored.
The order for Bergdoll's arrest,
General Allen stated, was issued by
the provost marshal in Coblenz, who
recently arrived in Germany and who
was under the impression that Bergdoll was sojourning
in the French
zone of the occupied area.
.

0BREG0N AND

WILLIAM G. M'ADOO
CONSULTATION
OFFERS M'ADOO

$50,000

IN

I hay a complete set of plat books for Kexma
and surrounding country for several mllea end
am prepared to attend to any land business that
you may have.

A.
U. Br Commissioner,

Obregon Wants McAdoo To Becom
General Manager of Mexico's
Railroads and Build Them
Back to Normal Again.
Mexico City. If current reports are
authentic, President Obregon may employ William G. McAdoo at $50,000 a
year or more to rehabilitate Mexico's
railways.
The railroads of Mexico, the arteries of the commercial life of the nation, are torn beyond the point of function in many places.
Abregon's government faces the
paradox of being burdened by the nation's potentiol prosperity.
Sugar is being produced in large
quantities.
Mines are constantly increasing In
number and production. Their need

a Whito

M. M.

Undertaker and Embalmet
LICENSED BY STATE BOARD
Calls answered day or night Office phone 67 two r!ai
Residence, 67 three rings. A rent for Roswell and AmarUo
Greenhouses. Portales, New Mexico.
Complete Line of Caskets and Robes

Tta Old rime Preparations Are Good
nd you win find them all here from Dob ell's solution to
the end of the chapter. All correctly compounded and bearing
the guaranteeing label of

sro).

GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELIDA, N. M.
For Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material. Sash Doors and Hardware

Interstate Commerce

Body Petitioned
Recently on Issue of Stock.

Fort Smith, Ark. Judge Frank

A.

Youmans in federal court ordered sold
to the highest bidder on March 21, the
Fort Smith and Western Railroad,
which operates between Fort Smith
and Oklahoma City. The sale will be
held in Fort Smith.
The physical valuation of the road
is placed unofficially at. $14,000,000. It
has been in the hands of a receiver
for several years.
The decree ordering the sale was
issued on behalf of the Superior Savings and Trust company, representing
Cleveland, Ohio, creditors of the road,
and was in the nature of a foreclosure of mortgages on the property.
The Fort Smith and Western was
promoted by the late Henry Clay
Frlck, the steel maker.- - Extending
from Fort Smith to Oklahoma City,
the road also operates branches to
Guthrie and El Reno, with shops in
Fort Smith and in Weleetka, Oklahoma. It owns 250 miles of track,
practically all in the state of OklaFLEET GREETED IN CALLAO homa, and its annual
payroll is in exAdmiral Wilson and Jackies Given a cess of 11,000.000.
Rolling stock of the road which has
Warm Reception.
been increasing during the laat four
Callao, Peru.
The vessels of the years under the receivership of Arthur
United States Atlantic fleet arrived. L. Mills of this city, Includes 26 locoThe Pennsylvania, flagship of Admiral motives, sixteen day coaches, 1,000
Henry B. Wilson, commander of the coal cars, 600 box cars, 100 stock cars,
fleet, was escorted into the harbor four sleepers and four parlor cars.
by the Peruvian cruisers Grau and The line does not operate with PullBolognesi. The warships took up an- man company equipment.
chorage in the harbor behind the destroyers.The Pennsylvania fired a EXPERIMENTS A SUCCESS
salute 'which was replied to by the batA New Apparatus to Guide Ships In
teries on shore.
Many excursion vessels put out to
Fogyg Weather.
meet the American warships and at
Navigation of ships by
London.
least. 60,000 persons greeted the visit- means of sound signals
from a cable
ing fleet.
laid at the bottom of the sea was
:The United States ambassador to demonstrated at Spirhead
in the presPeru, William E. Gonzales, visited Ad- ence
of a number of naval attaches
miral Wilson aboard the Pennsylvania who had accepted
an
and the admiral returned the visit. the British admiralty. invitation from
'Later, Admiral Wilson, accompanied
cable, seventeen miles In length
.by the members of his staff, Ambas- is The
laid from the entrance to Ports
navy
sador Genres and Peruvian
mouth harbor out to the Warnei

William

G. McAdoo

of transportation is greater than at
any time in the history of Mexico.
The textile industries are producing enough to supply the domestic
need with a surplus for export.
The corn crop last year was sufficient to feed the whole popuulation
tiuQ. That had not been irue in the
best years before the revolution.
Industries are reviving from ten
years of warfare more quickly than
the railroads.
Passenger Service Poor.
During the succession of revolutions almost all passenger cars were
used in the transport of troops. Little was done to keep them in condition.
On some railroads only one passenger train a day runs now. The notable exception is the line from San
Antonio to Mexico City.
War paraphernalia was hauled in
freight cars. Hundreds of them were
blown up by enemy troops.
Locomotives that should have been
retired from service years ago are
still aathmatically performing duty.
One corporation, the National Railroads of Mexico, was organized to take
over all the trunk roads in 1909. Since
1914 these roads and many private
ones have been under government operation under the name of the Constitutionalist Railways of Mexico. The
National Railways of Mexico own
6 818 miles and control an additional
1,220 miles. The Mexican railway has
620 miles of tracks.
The Tehuantepec Railway owns 184
miles of track between Puerto, Mexico, on the Atlantic, and Salina Crus
on the Pacific. The Mexican Northwestern Railway owns 1,000 miles.
The United Railways of Yucatan operate 500 miles. A road of 81 miles
between Tuluca and Zitacuaro has
been commenced.
The total railroad mileage of Mexico was placed at 36,840 in 1914.

S. G. BRIDGES,

KM

Manager.
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ROSWELL, N. M.
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SALE

Attention Claim Holders

YEAH

Washington. The war department
finally conceded that it had offlcial information that Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, wealthy Philadelphia draft evader, was in Germany.
Secretary Baker announced that he
had received a cablegram from Major
General H. T. Allen, commanding the
American forces on the Rhine, saying
he had ordered a thorough investigation of the circumstances surrounding
the attempt to abduct Bergdoll at
lately, In which two American
army Intelligence officials were alleged to have been Implicated.

RAILROAD

i
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REORGANIZE
MEXICO'S ROAD

Marshal At Coblenz Issued
Warrant That Led to
Trouble.

NO. 47

COMPANY.

ICcnno, New Mexico.
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STRAIGHT BANKING ON SAFE
AND SOUND METHODS,

H
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Major Stimson and Her Aides

SCIENCE SEEKS
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cably, as the fruit bud falls before the
east wind, bo fails the power of the
kindest human heart It you meet It
with poison. Huskin.
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LESS

FOR

OTHER

TOURISTS

President Mitchell of the Red Star
Line Suggests Action by the United
States Chamber of Commerce-Peas- ants
Go Back to Land.
(

According to Percy V.
president of the Red Star
line and general manager of the International Mercantile Murine company
lu Belgium, the charge of $10 for an
American vise on passports is not only
a tax upon Immigrants who have to
pay the high rate of exchange, but also
upon American business men abroad.
"Since the charge for a vise has been
raised from $2 to $10," said Mr.
Mitchell, "the countries In Europe have
retaliated by making Americans pay
the same amount. They have arranged
to base their charges for a vise on a
sliding scale. For example, I have to
pay 175 francs for my vise at the Belgian consulate because I am an American, while an Englishman has only to
pay 10 francs, which is n big difference when a man Is accompanied by
members of his famffy.
"Since the wnr Europe has been split
up Into a number of small countries,
and each of them Is charging Americans the equivalent of $10 in United
States currency. A business man has
to pass from one country to another to
get uuywhere. and In each cuse he has
to puy heavily because the State d9- New York.

G. Mitchell,

;

"

.'

j

C. Stimson, superintendent

of the army nurse corps and dean
of the army school of nursing, with her aides at the army nurse corps
In the munitions building, Washington,
MttJ.

head-Quarte- rs

fore, of vital Interest, as Its name implies, to the world at large.
What Is a Vitamlne7
Just what is a vitamine? This question Is still perplexing chemists, according to a recent article by D.
Atherton Seidell of the public health
service, in the current number of the
Journal of Industrial nnd Engineering

MUST PAY HIGH
FOR PASSPORTS
European Countries Tax Americans Equivalent of $10,
the Rate Here.

For those who are fond of parsnips
following recipe will be novel and
most nourishing:
Savory Parsnips.
Wash parsnips thoroughly and boll In salted water until tender. Drain,
wipe dry and peel. Cut
In
two lengthwise or
leave, whole ns desired.
Surround each with a
coating of suusngc meat,
roll In flour, arrange In a flat dish,
sprinkle with salt and bake twenty
minutes lu a hot oven. Garnish with
parsley.
Parsnip
Fritters. Cook parsnips
until tender, drain, peel and mash,
season well with salt, pepper, butter.
and drop by spoonfuls Into a fritter
batter, then fry In deep fat Serve
hot with maple sirup or with a lemon
sirup.
Cabbage With Cheese. Shred cab
bage to make four cupfuls, cook In
boiling salted water until tender.
Drain and leave in a heated colander at the side of the range while
preparing a white sauce by blending
together two tablespoon fuls each of but
ter and flour, then pouring over grad
ually one and one-hacupfuls of
milk; cook until smooth and thick;
season with salt and pepper and add
four tablespoonfuls of grated American cheese, and beat until well dissolved. Lift the cabbage to a hot
vegetable dish, pour the sauce over
it and serve Immediately. A cabbage
head cooked after removing the hard
heart, then served on a chop plate
cut In
pieces with the
cheese sauce poured over It makes a
dish which is both attractive and
tasty. Sift paprika- over the dish for
a garnish.
Prune Tapioca. Soak fifteen large
prunes in twice as much water as will
cover them. In the morning stone
and chop the prunes. Add enough water to the liquid in which they soaked
to make four and
f
cupfuls.
Bring this to a boll with the prunes.
s
of a cupful of tapioca, one- half teaspoonful of salt, one cupful
of sugar in a double boiler for forty
minutes. Serve cold with cream. Flavoring and nuts may be added if
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famed for Its ::v,o.sv!:vcv lu:t i;;uvr
tain us So ivok.!.;. T:.o
Is
onsiiiii.y vn the menu lu sev-rlnniiasros I'Ut the olilrken Is
tasteless, the potatoes hiring mid the
salad Uisniiointin(t. However, one Is
hungry nml ents largely.
An hour
Inter, the iinns of hunger npaln make
themselves felt. One finally resorts to
the home Icebox and partakes of some
humble bread and butter and milk,
end that indefinable lack Is satisfied.
The reason for tl Is state of affairs
Is not fur to seek. Vltamines!
At
such places the food Is deficient in
these Intangible and microscopic substances, which scientists have proved
are essential to nutrition and which
are to be found In a large number of
properly prepared foods but are destroyed by excessive heat, drying or
other methods of preservation often
employed for economy or convenience.
The mystery of the vitamine Is, there- -

GOOD THINGS.
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prices.
One d!n
New Yvft
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Newspaper Union.)

Weataro

As the flower Is gnawed by frost, so
every, human heart 1b gnawed by faith-Usance- s.
And aa surely, a irrevo-

D'HOTES

Scientists Concentrate on Separating
It From Viands, but Without Success Differ as to What a
Vitamine Really Is.

Stops Hair Coming Out;
Thickens. Beautifies.

niimiiimimimmmiimiiiiuimimmiK

Zest
and Real Value to the
Food We Eat.

FLEES

DANDERINE

I The Kitchen
I Cabinet

partment in Washington, without any
reason that I have been able to learn,
has raised the fee to $10.
"The citizen of the United States
has to pay $10 for his passport in the
first place, and then to pay another $10
to return from abroad, and the same
amount for the countries he visits on
the continent Why the United States
Chamber of Commerce has not taken
up this question, which Is so Important
to American business men traveling
through Europe, I am at a loss to understand.
Tourist Travel Hit
"In addition It will also Interfere
with tourist travel in the summer,
which had already decreased considerably through the Increase In passenger fares made necessary by the high
cost of operation of the steamships, increased wages, food, fuel, etc."
Mr. Mitchell said the Belgian government was putting the peasants back on
the land in Flanders, and in place of
the small cottages with earthen floors
which were demolished by the German
guns they were erecting neat, small
houses with tiled floors and modern
sanitary conveniences. From what he
had heard recently in Brussels before
sailing for New York, the government
would not rebuild Nleuport, the former
fashionable seashore resort, ia it had
been blasted to pieces by shells and
bombs, the avenues approaching it being ruiued.
Dlxmude, where the severe fighting
took pluce ut the bridgehead on the
Yser, was to a great extent demolished
also, but the people had started to return there In the summer of 1910 and
build on the ruins of their former
homes. The Belglun peasant loves his
country and does not want to go
abroad to live, Mr. Mitchell added.

Chemistry. These elusive substances
have been found necessary not only as
dietary factors but even for the prolongation of life. Their exact nature,
however, still remains a mystery,
though much has been discovered concerning their effect on the human system and the general benefits conferred
by them. For instance, experiments
have proved ibot animals can live Indefinitely on a diet of milk alone. But
supply all the constituents of milk
separately
proteins, carbohydrates,
fats and salts, in fact, all the known
food elements and the animal wastes
away and finally dies.
Several theories are held in regard
to this problem. Some scientists Incline to classify vltamines as structural compounds of living tissues,
which function along the same lines
as the other tissues. Others relegate
them to the "catalysts," those strange
substances which have been aptly defined as "chemical poisons," as they
accomplish the chemical union of
various substances
without being
themselves affected. Many think that
they are derived originally from
plants, and one
scientist
states that they are always present
in natural foodstuffs instinctively consumed by men and animals.
At (lie present time, three types of
vitamine are known to exist: The
water-solubl- e
variety, found In milk,
yeast, and other substances; the
ones, which are present in butter and egg yolks j and a third class,
designated as "antiscorbutic," which Is
found in a number of fresh vegetables
and fruits and also in ihe outside
husk of rice. Lack of these necessary
food constituents results in various
ills scurvy, beri beri, and other diseases.
In fact, the Importance of the antiscorbutic factor was discovered purely
acciaentall, as a result of an epidemic of beri-ber- i
among the
Eastern nations after modern milling
methods .obtained in these countries
and the surface layer of the rice was
removed.
When an extract of this
husk was eventually supplied, the disease was prevented.
Lack of both the other types of vitamine result In a gradual wasting
away, This, in the case of the
vitamine. Is accompanied by
blindness and often by lung trouble,
hut the wasting process Is more gradual, as the system subsists for a while
on Its reserve store of fat.
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A few cents buys "Dandcrlne." Af
Br a few applications you cannot find
I

fallen hair or any dandruff, besides
hair shows new life, vigor, bright-les- s,
more color and abundance. Adv.

rvery

Any mnn who knows how to make
loth ends meet ought to be n pretty
food secretary of the treasury.
WOMENI USE "DIAMOND DYES"
Dye

Old

Murtlnsburg, W. Va. W. B.
Welty, an alleged doorkeeper of
a suspected
gambling Joint
broke his wooden arm over the
head of Philip Hack, a Taren-tui- n
(Pa.) business man, who Is
reported to have tried to enter
by force the room which Welty
The blow seriously
guards.
damaged Hack's nose. Mayor
Selbert fined Welty $12.00 on a
charge of assault and buttery.

Dresses,

Each package of "Diamond Dves
contains easy directions for dyeing any
article of wool, Bilk, cotton, linen, or
mixed goods.
Beware I Poor dy
streaks, spots, fades, and ruins material by giving it a "dyed-look.- "
Buy
"Diamond Dyes" only. Druggist
Card. Adv.

has-Colo- r

Be

careful; that's the next best

hlng to

good.

Back Lame and Achy?
Do you get up mornings tired and
achy ? Evening find you all "worn-ou- t
?"
Likely your kidneys are to blame.
Hurry .and worry, lack of rest, and eating too much meat, throw a strain on
the kidneys. Your back gives out; you
are tired and likely suffer headaches
and dizzy spells. Take things easier
and help the kidneys with Doan'l
Kidney Pttls. Doan'$ have brought
new strength to thousands. Ask your
neighbor I

Oklahoma
An
BrRdshaw, ear- -

EF.
renter.

805

N.

First

,

r-

two-third-

j Kindly words, sympathizing attentions, watchfulness against wounding
men's sensitiveness these cost very
little but they are priceless In their
value. F. W. Robertson.

SANDWICHES FOR THE WINTER
PICNIC.

Waists,
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D. my;Z
In my back, acrossCltC
kidneys, which seemeiljf '
to be vnriw nt nleht.J X
Vl
I was restless a
up In the m o r
feeling tired. I used
Doan's Kidney Paint
J
.W
a
MIin rnAV iro iij. .via
ner.
xne lameness
and soreness soon disappearedf and 1
am glad to say I felt better In every
&

no.Cm

Doan't it Any Stora, 60s Bos

DOAN'S
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FOSTER. MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

a picnic anyway without
sandwiches? For those
,
,1. vtho enjoy pea- "2 nut butter the
following will be
jriji'ioirm
welcome :
Peanut and
Tomato Catsup
Sandwich.
Add
two tublespoon-ful- s
of cold water
Reg U. S.Pat. OfT.
to three tablespoonfuls of peanut but
ter to make It of the desired consist
ency for spreading. Beat until creamy
nnd add two tablespoonfuls of tomato
catsup. Mix thoroughly and spread
PETROLEUM JULY
on thin slices of buttered breud. The
A convenient, safe
butter may be omitted If desired.
Squirrel Sandwiches. Mix together
antiseptic for home
f
cupful each of mixed ground
use. Invaluable foe
nutmeats and ground grated carrots.
dressing cuts and
f
Add
teaspoonful of salt, one
sores. time-trie- d
f
tablespoonfuls of salad,
and
oil and one teaspoonful of lemon Juice.
remedy.
Mix well and spread on buttered bread.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Brookfield
Sandwiches. Mix one
cupful of sour cream with three eggg, ciXESEzrscucn wans.
one tablespoonful of butter, one lable- Stat Street
Vew York- cruelty to animals has been aroused spoonful of sugar, a few grains
of
by his mournful appearance.
OXIDINE IN HOT WATER
cayenne, one teaspoonful of mustard
"Why don't you chloroform the poor and the same of salt. Put Into the
New Method Discovered for Wardiag
off Colds .nd Flu.
old fellow?" a visitor asked of the double boiler and bent until the eggs
fttablMpoonfut ofOXlIHKElnafcalf flag
head keeper the other day.
are well mixed. Set over boiling wa- Put
of hot wator and drink lu th same manner as
a hot toddy. It will mafe you tm
"What do you mean by 'old - fel- ter and stir until smooth and thick. jou would
aluiust iiniuedintely and a similar dots
bttr times
low?'" retorted the keeper. "That Add three tablespoonfuls of vinegar Ihres
m day will purify yonr blood and
lion is only four years old. He is a boiling hot and set aside to cool. Put strengthen your reoiHtana to m verj marked
df)re,
OXIhlNK
toues tip Uis entire yu.mt
f
pounds of American 6uo at your drutitf hit's.
victim of the war. If that lion Is one and
Adr.
lame it Is because he got rheumatism cheese through the meat chopper with
UNLIMITED
NUMBER. OF
green
two
peppers.
first-linand
red
two
e
in the
Mix
trenches. One of his
legs was broken when ho fell out of an together and add enough cream to thin BOnSES
AND MULES
airplane 40 feet from the ground. He the dressing for spreading. This may
lJf ou.r dlPosa'- will you give for
What
as
salads
well
for
used
as
be
sandwich
lost his eye from a
right-han- d
iiem? l joo head Jan. 17 to 25, every
day.
luctlon Kvery Thursday after that. Bring
swing of one of the mechanics filling.
or
!raft
Letteryo
sweet
Credit.
sandwich
Another
is prepared
whose fur coat he had stolen and
DENVER HORSE A MULE CO.
as follows: Chop together one cupplayed with a bit behind the sheds.
of seedless raisins, one cupful of Jnlon Btock Yards
ful
Denver. Colo.
"Kill that lion?" he exclaimed.
f
cupful of
"Why, he is the symbol of those tall, English walnuts,
RIARKIOTH
128
JACKS
I hre a bargain for yon, turns oolc-fhappy lads in khaki whose bodies granted coconut and mix well. Moisa little cream and spread on
W. U I
lA.VV'H JACK JTAUjtf
now lie along the Vesle and Meuse. I ten with
Itaplda, low,
the whole wheat bread.
will take htm home as a pet first"
il.AMS CI.OT1I A Tmiuipareiit,
What's

some

good

Vaseline

rice-eatin- g

Carbolated

le

one-hal-

one-hal-

A

one-hal-

Breaks Wooden Arm as
He Punches Man's Nose

Skirts,

coats, Stockings, Draperies

ACES' PET SAD LION
Cub

Adopted

as Mascot

by

Yankees Now Sorry Sight.
Sentiment Prevents Paris Zoological
Garden Keepers From Putting End
to Brute.

co.

one-hal-

lion

cub which was
adopted as a mascot by the Lafayette
squadron of aviators, the first of the
Americans to come to fight and die for
France in the war, now is a melancholy spectacle in the Paris zoologiA Wholesale Order.
Paris, Ky. "I want to get BVirae li- cal gardens, but the keepers refuse to
kill him because of the sentiment recenses," a young man said to Pear.
I'a ton, clerk of the Bourbon county sulting fnom his connection with the
American fighters.
court
One eye is missing, much of his
"What kind?" asked Paton, "marhair is goue, he seems decrepit with
riage, dog or auto?"
"All of them," suld the visitor. 'Tm age, and, If met in the desert, his
going to be married tonight, have pur- appearance would Inspire nothing but
chased a new car and a friend gav pity. The indignation of some memThe ancient
bers of a society for prevention of fins of cork.
tue a piiodle for a wedding present"
Parls.-'-T-

he

well-directe- d

one-hal-

Cir

Egyptlar

made

Waterproof
aa tfla.au tor hotbeda
lat-ilu- s
Turner Broa., Boa 4, Bladen, N.b.

fbrlFraa,elliclent
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A TRIBUTE OF LOVE

''California Syrup of Figs"
Child's Best Laxative

Pathos in Aged Negro's Offering

Entrance to Lincoln Farm

ii

in Lincoln's Honor.
Humble Flowers Had a Deeper Significance Than the Costly Prod-- .
ucts of the Florist's Art.

f

"The most touching tribute ever paid

'I

ington. The statues of fumous Americans stund In the national cnpltol,
and It Is the practice of various patriotic societies to decorute these statues with (lowers each Decoratlou day.
Among these uiurble efllgles of the
dead
the splendid Gutzon Borglum
bust of the martyred President. The
pathos of a great heart, breaking under the woes of a nation divided
against Itself, hus been chiseled Into
the stone by the Inspired sculptor.
On this particular Decoration day
the choicest products of the hothouse
and the garden had been placed lovingly on the brows of Washington, of
Lee, of Grant and many others. A
wreuth of the richest roses the nrt of
the florist could produce lay upon
the brows of the Lincoln bust.
The women whoso reverent hnnds
bad put these tributes tu place had
gone, when Into the great rotunda of,
the cnpltol, almost deserted as always
It Is on a holidoy, hobbled an old negro, holding by one hand a little boy,
a grandchild, perhaps. In his arms
the old negro carried a great innss of
the
daisies which grow
In luxuriant profusion In every field
around Washington. To keep the flowers fresh a dumpened cloth was bound
about their steins.
Across the marble floor shuffled the
aged negro and his little charge. With
a directness" that showed he had made
the sacred pilgrimage oftentimes bee
fore, the
slave led the way to
where the Lincoln bust rested upon
its pedestal.
Tho negro, with eyes
dimmed with age and tears, gazed for
a few minutes upon the face of the
martyred President, his lips moving
as If In silent prayer.
Then his
tribute, the tribute of a race set free,
he laid, not on the pedestal with the
costly trophies of the hothouse, but
humbly In the dust at the pedestal's
1

Why should a novelist care wheth-

er one likes his book or not If
copies of It are sold?
SWAMP-ROO- T

50,000

FOR

KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
stands out
ai a medicine for
ourable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
cases.
of distressing
upon thousands
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly beis
soon
effect
immediate
cause its mild and
realized In most cases. It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Bold at all
drug stores ir bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cent.: to Dr.
Kilmer Oc Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When WTiting be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

If It

Is a

"rare treat" It shows a

limited descriptive vocabulary.

Children's handkerchiefs often look
hopeless when they come to the laundry. Wash with good soap, rinse In
water blued with Red Cross Ball Blue.

golden-centere-

d

one-tim-

foot

LINCOLN'8 OLD CHAIR.

Cupid hns enslaved thousands, but
refuses to be enslaved himself.

HOW DOCTORS

TREAT COLDS

OUT IfJ SOUTH
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Every druggist In town hns noticed a
great falling ofT In the sale of calomel.
They all give the same reason. Dod-son- 's
.
j j
JZL'
Liver Tone Is taking Its place.
.
.
"Calomel Is dangerous and people
:;..,; ... ... V- :;:
i
know It." Dodson's Liver Tone is perV;:
sonally guaranteed by every drugglBt
who sells It. A large bottle doesn't
cost very much, but if it fnlls to give
easy relief In every case of liver sluggishness nnd constipation, Just ask for
your money back.
Dodson's Liver Tone Is a pleasant-tastinpurely vegetable remedy, harmOn this tract Is located the marble memorial, near Hodgensville, Ky., In
less to both children and adults. Take
which stands the log cabin, the birthplace of the great President The memorial, erected through the efforts of the Lincoln Farm association, was ac- a spoonful at night and wnke up feeling fine; no biliousness, sick headache,
cepted for the nation, with Impressive ceremonies, on the centenary of Abraacid stomach or constipated bowels.
ham Lincoln's birth, February 12, 1909.
It doesn't gripe or cause Inconvenience
all the. next day like violent calomel
vest himself of all feeling or passion Take a dose of calomel today and toEducation Might Be
In weighing motives of persons or morrow you will feel weak, sick and
problems of stnte. His speech and nauseated. Don't lose a day. Adv.
of
Termed PassiQn
diction were plain, terse, forcible. ReSome people are too conscientious
lating anecdotes with appreciative huAbraham Lincoln mor and fascinating
dramatic skill, he to preach what they practice.
used them freely and effectively In
conversation and argument. He had
gave
a
to
once
Abraham Lincoln
unchanging faith In
onaual acquaintance whom he met on 'The people,' he said, 'are
the rightful
a railway train the followlug particu- masters of both congresses and courts,
lars ns to his educutlon :
not to overthrow the Constitution, but
"Well, ns to educutlon, the newspa- to overthrow the men who pervert
pers are correct.
I never went to the constitution..' "
school more than six months In my life.
These words, Just quoted, of this
I can say this: that among my earliest
man, one of the greatest
d
recollections I remember how, when and simplest of Americans
a mere child, I used to get Irritated who acquired by Indomitablennd one
will a
when anyone talked to me In a way mastery of
their
To
In the
I could not understand. I do not think bearing on our problems have
of today,
I ever got angry at anything else In which after all are not essentially
Durley
delicious
difmy life; but that always disturbed ferent from
the problems of those othflavor.
my temper, and has ever since. I can er "times
thut tried men's souls."
remember going to my Mttle bedroom
after hearing the neighbors talk of
an evening with my futher, and spend- PUT GRANT AT DISADVANTAGE
ing no small part of the night walking up and down and trying to make Lincoln's Little Story Probably More
Effective Than Any Long Arguout what was the exact meaning of
ment Could Have Been.
some of their, to me, dark sayings.
I could not sleep, although I tried to,
One of the latest stories of Linwhen I got on such a hunt for an Idea
until I had cnught it; and when I coln Is given here:
The President was visiting Gront
thought I had got It I was not satisfied, until I had put It In language In his Virginia camp, and the general
plain enough, as I thought, for any wns complaining of the interference
boy I knew to comprehend. This was of the Washington bureaucrats.' "The
!t4nT..
a kind of passion with me nnd has only use I have for the War departstuck by me ; for I am never easy now, ment," he said finally, "Is to furnish
when I am handling a thought, until me soldiers and supplies.
But the
I have bounded It north and bounded depurtment mustn't interfere with me.
It south and bounded It east and I am doing the country's work, nnd
mustn't be hnmpered."
bounded It west."
"Thnt reminds me," snld I he PresiSupplementing these reminiscences
by a few extracts from an article In dent, meditatively, "that reminds me
the Encyclopedia Britannlca, we leoru of a man I knew out in Sangamon
of Lincoln thnt "His own mother county, Illinois. He was a deacon,
taught him to read, and his stepmoth- nnd hnd the
exhortation
er urged hlra to study. He read and hnblt. In fact, he had It' so bnd that
reread In early boyhood the Bible, people began to stay away from meet"I have been awful sick with gas,"
ing. One tiny tho preacher met him.
Aesop, 'Robinson Crusoe,' 'Pilgrim's-Progress,Mrs. W. H. Person, "and
'Weem's Life of Washing- 'Say, deacon,' he snld. T don't want writes
Eatonic Is all I can get to give me
ton,' and 'History of the United to curtail your religious fervor, but relief."
States, nnd Inter read every book he you must shorten up your exhortaAcidity nnd gas on the stomach
could borrow from the neighbors, tions. You're killing off the memberquickly taken up nnd carried out by
Burns and ShnHespenre becoming fa- ship of the church.' 'Can't help It,' Eatonic, then appetite nnd strength
vorites. He borrowed a grammar and snld the deacon, 'I'm doing the Lord's come back. And iuuny other bodily
other books, sought explanations from work, and I mustn't be hampered.' " miseries disappear when the stomach
Grant laughed and temporarily is right. Don't let sourness, belching,
the village schoolmaster, and begun
blonting, Indigestion and other stomto read law. In 1834 his political dropped the subject.
ach Ills go on. Take Eatonic tablets
friend and colleague, John Todd Stuafter you eat see how much better
art, a lawyer In full practice, had
Exemplar of Land of Opportunity.
you feel. Big box costs only a trlflej
urged him to fit himself for the bar,
Robert Lansing,
of with your druggist's guarantee.
and had lent him text books; and stnte, suld : "Born In the humble cnhln
Lincoln, working diligently, was ad- of the Hodgensville farm. Abraham
mitted to the bar In September, 1830. Lincoln Is the national exemplar of a
..i.ihlHii
linn l.ili.iiuHilmijiimillillilmiiilliiiii
His mental qualities were a quick land of equal opportunity. His life
analytic perception, strong loglcnl pow- nnd his career reveal the fact that
ers, a tenacious memory, a. liberal
the seeds of greatness nourished in
and tolerance of the opinions the soul of even the most lowly may
of others, ready Intuition of human germinate and develop to perfection In
nature; and perhaps bis most valu- the atmosphere and environment of
able faculty was rare ability to di America."
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STRIKE
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EpJonic Brings Relief
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The office chair used by Lincoln In
his law office at Springfield, III., when
he was elected President In 1860. It
was In this Identical chair that he sat
when he formed his first cabinet and
drafted his first Inaugural address before leaving for Washington.
'
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Lincoln's Answer to Sprague.
When the telegram from Cumberland Gap Informed Mr. Lincoln that
First Step in Treatment la a Brisk "firing was heard In the direction of
Knoxvllle," be remarked that he was
Purgative With Calotabs, tha
glad of It.
Purified and Kenned Calomel
Governor Sprngue had the perils of
Tablets that aro Nausea- -'
Burnslde's position uppermost In his
less, Safe and Sure.
mind, and heurlng the President's re
Doctors have found by experience, mark, asked Mr. Lincoln why he wns
that no medicine for colds and influ- "glad of It."
enza ean be depended upon for full ef"Why, you see, governor," responded
fectiveness until the liver is made thor- the President, "It reminds me of Misoughly active. That is why the first tress Snllle Ward, a relghbor of mine,
step in the treatment is the new, nausea-les- s who had. u very large fumlly.
y
eolomel tablets called Calotabs,
one of her numerous progeny
which are free from the sickening and
weakening effects of the old style calo- would be heard crying In some
place, upon which Mistress
mel. Doctors also point out the fact
that an active liver may go a long way Sullle would exelulm: 'There's one
towards preventing influenza and Is one of my children thnt Isn't dead yet.' "
of the most important factors in enabling the patient to successfully withLincoln's Unfaltering Belief.
stand an attack and ward off pneuAbraham Lincoln was a man of promonia.
One Calotab on the tongue at bed found faith. He believed In God. He
time with a swallow of water that's believed In Christ. He believed In the
all. No salts, no nausea nor the slight- Bible. He believed In men. His life
est interference with your eating, pleas- Is a beautiful commentary on the
ure or work. Next morning your cold words, "This Is the victory thnt
has vanished, your liver ia active, your
the world, even our fulth." B.
system ia purified, and you are feeling B. Tnylor, I). D.
fine, with a hearty appetite for breakfast. Druggists Bell Calotabs only in
Rebuked Mob Spirit
original sealed packngos, price thirty-fiv- e
cents. Your money will be cheerThere Is no grievance thut Is a Jl
fully refunded if you do not find then object of redress by mob law. Liu- The Lincoln Log CabSn Near Farmlngton, Coles County. Illinois,
1831 by Lincoln's Father, who died In 1851.
delightful. (Adv.)

ANDJIIE

Dodson, the "Liver Tone"
Man, Responsible for Change
for the Better.

&ar

When
Grandmother
Was a Girl
Hoop skirts were worn
by those who first asked
the druggist for, and Insisted on having the genuine Golden Medical Discovery put up by Dr.
Pierce over 60 years ago.
Dress has changed very
much since then! But Dr. Pierce's
medicines contain the same dependable Ingredients. They are standard
today just as they were over fifty
years ago. Nearly a million bottles
were sold last year. Send Dr. Pierce's
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y, ten
cents for trial package tablets.

LOSING

Mr.

to Lincoln," Is the way a newspaper
man described an lucldent which he
witnessed a few yeurs ngo in Wash-

Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on
(he package, then you are sure your
child Is having the best and most harmless physic for the little stomach, liver
and bowels. Children love its fruity
taste. Full directions on each bottle,
tou must Pay "California." Adv.

UL

Home of Lincoln's Father
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WANTED
Tailoring Salesmen
to co Into the oil fleliU make big money
from the very at art opportunity of yo ir
lifetime to get In your own businctts. Ve
rt
tutiurlng huu
l he lurKt
In the country f ui niithlnt; elaburuia iumi1
equipment a, I clutlintc t00
ftbi loji.
and guarantee simulate autUf action perfect
fit, beat workmuiisihlp or no aale write for
line and all accesaories to be aent free, earn
Btate
from 176 00 to IOO.UO per week.
whether or not you have experUmt-- In taking ordera for men'e
clothea.

in

EDWARD E. STRAUSS & CO.
Tba

Built

In
W.

lilt

Whuleaala Merchaat Tailors
CHICAGO. II.U

N.UOklahoma

City. No.
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Notice for Publication.

at Roswell, N.

M

Notice is
hereby given that Oliver H. Slade, of
Elida, X. M. who on Sept., 1, 1917,
made H. E. No. 04151ft, for EX,
.
Range
N. M. P.
Sec. 25, Twp.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake final three year proof, to estab-llsclaim to the land above described,
Before Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the 17 day
of March 1911.
Claimant names ae witnesses:
William II. Landess, John H. Reeves, Henderson L. Thomas, these of
Elida, K- - M. Richard L. Samples, of
New Hope, N. M.
fu mil
Emmett Patton, Register.
34-E-

h

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N.

Jan.

4,

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
By Mr.

and Mrs. A. C. White

I

Entered Febrikarv Ith 1U7 at tht Kenna,
Pen Offife, as second Glasi
.
Mai' MatUi.

,iw

Mc,

Roswell Auto Company,

Subaar'ptlon $1.00 Par Yaar In
Advanoa
Aav.rlU.lDf raits

kaowa on application

aaie

New Mexico.

Roswell,

otke for PiiDlIcallon.
Department of the Interior, U. S
Laud Office at Tort Sumner, N. M.,
Jill.

19, 192'-

-

Notice is hereby given that John
R. Ballard, of Olive, N. M. who, on
June 15, 1920. made add Hd. E. No.
2, 3, 4, 44
Lots
1.
016778, for
'
Section
1, t Townsliip
M.
N.
P.
Range
27-Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described before Alvin C.White, U. S. Commissioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the $, day of
March t j'.'i.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. Malone,
Henry T. Jones,
Harvey B. Lucas, John F. Van Eaton,
j2 f'25
all of Olive, N. M.
W. R. McGill. Register.

a;S)S)

-- 4s-

a

w. zisk,

G

E

8, 1921.

7--

fhe Kenna Record

S?N,

Department of the Interior
Feb

is in our territory and we are anxious to
see that YOU get BEST SERVICE
possible and our representative
there will be glad to look
after your needs, and
when in RoswelL
call on US.

New Mexico.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Jan 4, 1921.
Notice it hereby
itn that Paul M.
Davis, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on Jan.
5, 191, made orig H. E. No. 04271''),
for V.yi Sec. 7, who on reb. 25, 1920,
made additional H. E. No. 0.15485, fur
Lote 1, a, 3, 4, EtfW'i, Sec 7, Twp.
Range 36-N. M. P. Meridian,
has Died notice of intention to make
final three year proif , to establish c'ann
to the land aboved described, nefore
William R. Rlaiichard, U. S. Commissioner, at Jenkins, N. M. on the 8
dar of reb. 1921.
Ctalmaat names ai ritaeasea:
Ernest H. Woolever, red 1!. Patty,
Charles V. Dobbinr, J. letcher Wi'.
son. all of Jenkins, N. M.
j;f4
Emmett Patron, Register.

U. S. Land Office

A

1!
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hot and foKl drinks and Hot
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N. M.

Elida.

v-

Notice is hereby given that Thomas A.
Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M. who
on Dec, 6, 1920, made add H. E.
No. 048393, for NE,V, .Section 27,
Rge 3O.E
StfSEX.Sec. 22, Twp.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof
XL if, 'Gcmmlsslener,
to establish claim to the land above described, before AIir. C. Wnite, I'. S
Commissioner at Kenna, N. XI. on the
Office Rroui ii, 1st., National Bank
15, day of Feb. I9.il.
BUg.
Claim aat aawee at wltaeaaea:
Tilliiighabt,
of
New Mexico.
M.
li.
N.
Rosvtel),
Llida,
Jolm
Luther M. Carmichacl, Joseph A.
Cooper, Willie A. Fry, these of Kenj7 f4
na, N. M.
Emmett Patton, Register.
rr
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v

JakjL

Dr. A. J. Evans,

50TICE OF PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Dec iO, 19UU.
Notice is
hereby given that Adolphus K. Smith,
of Elida, N. M. who on Ot, 25, 1917,
made
Hd. E. No. 042132,
for
SX,
11, Township.
Rge. 33-N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Alvin C.
White, V. S. Coin nisuiouer, at Kennu,
N. M. on the 8 day of Feb rg'ii .
Claimant uniuht as witnesses:
Joe D. Slack, Charley II . Slack,
these of Mt. Rt. A., Elida, N. M.
Harry W., Southard, Thomas R. South- f
ard these of Kenna, N. M.
Emmett Patton, Register.
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cta'm to the land above described, be
fore Alviu C. White, V. 8. Commie.
loner, at Kenoa. N. M. on the jt, day
of Feb 19?!.
Claimant aaaes M wltaaeeee;
Archie L. Elmore. Wiiburn V. Car.
tcr Warren K. Williams, Isom T.
Blyth, all of Koewell, N. M.
fi8
W. R" McGill, Kegister.

E'iSEV. Sec

9, SWX, and WtfSEV
Township.
Kane
27-N. M. P. Meridian, Las filed notice
of intention to make final three year
Proof, to estabiish claim to the lnd
above described, before A. 0. '.'batten.
U. s. Commissioner at Elknis, N. M. on
the 18 day of Feb. iti'--'r
Claimant mamesas witnesses!
John F. Van Eaton, of Elkins, N.
M. Thomas L. Moore, Will K. J ones,
these of Olive, N. M. Dora M. Murphy, of Duke, Okla.
ji4 fu
W. R. McGill,
Kczister.

Section

ji

Tho

Late

Unpleasentness

Notice for Publication
U. S. Land Office
Feb. 8, ieai.

Those days when we all felt a little out of sorts
and we all tightened up on buying, and we all
felt the pain of readjustment officially closed
January 31.
We are on the new road to greater prosperity
now, greater and more substantial prosperity
than we have ever known.

at Roswell, N.

LSAyANDSUEE
M.

Notice is here
by given that Rov V. Medlin. of jenk.
ina, N. M., who, on Oet. 30, 1917,
made orig. Ild. E. O4a:8o, for S',,
Sec. 28, and who oil July 17 jqtS made
add
H. E. No.
far
02181.
Section ' 33,' Township
Range 34-H. at. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of totentiou to make final
three year proof, to estabiah claim to
the land above described, before Wm.
R. Blanchard. IT. S. rnmmiciinnar of
Jenkins, N. M. on the 17, day of MchJ

!VK-

-

:

iO,

;

t;--

Vetlre for FuMleatlea.
Department of the Interior
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M,
l Si.?
Jany. 8, 192c.
Notice is herey given
.that Dora f. Murphy, of Dkue, Okla..
widow of Miles P. Murphy, de,
It's time now to buy the new hat.
ceased who on March, 24, 1916, made
You'll find all our prices on the
orig., Hd. E. No. 013740, for SEJC,
St
new low level.
See. 13, T.
R. 27 E, and on Dec.
27, 1918. made add H. E. 016789, for
19a. 1
Land nf c imatic benefits ?: SEV, Sec. 15, EtfNEtf,S.'iSE',4. Sec
Claimant names as witnesses:
and wonderful a'lufements $ 10. NEX, Sec. m, Twp.
S Rinva
Lawrence A. Gray. James D. Tank- for those who seek health or & 27-N. M. P. Meridian has nl.d
ersley, Lawrence N. Waldrip, J. Ed
notice of intention to make final three
recreation.
E. J. Williams
Forbes, all of Jenkine, N. M. fii'mii
year proof (o estalish claim to the land
Tou
may stop over at the
Emmett Pattoh. Reffister.
Grand Canyon of Arizona. ' above described before A. D. Chatton,
Roswell, New Mexico.
U. S. Cominissiomr, at Elkins, N. M.
on your way.
on the 18, day of Feb 1921.
For Darticu'&ri ni to trin
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rettce fcr Pebllcatlei.
2 service, fairi, etc., nee the
James W. Brawley. of Duke, Okla.
nesday from their homes in Rock
r 1 ,....1 a
Department of the Interior
IUI.W ACIlt Ul TVI ilU
John K. Van Eaton, of Olive, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at; Roswell, N. M.
Valley.'
Will R. Jones, Thomas L. Moore,
Feb., 8,
these of Olive. N. M. .
j,4 f,,
is hereby erven that Ethel E.
W. R. McGill, Hegister.
Tankeraley,
one
of
the
heirsof
Lorena
Rev,
Gillam
two
and
sons were
Mrs.
Gen Tasjenger Agent.
Minnie Kimmons has
E. Willinchata. dead, of Tenkins. N. Z
been quite sick this week, but down from Elida, yesterday.
M. who, on March 25, 1916, made II K,
Amarillo,
No. 034398, for
is much better
Sec. 11, Twp.
Thursday.
Range 3$ E. N.M.P. Meridian, has
C. B. Swan was down from
HAROLD HURD,
Elida, Sunday and Monday of filed notice of intention to make final
ROSWELL, N. M.
year
proof to establish claim to
three
Notice for Publication
Commissioner G. T. Littlefield this week.
the land above described, before Wm.
Department
of
the Interior, U. ft
Attorney.
was transacting business in Port
R. Blanchard,
S. Commissioner, at Lad Office at Fort Sumner. N. M.,
Practlolnt
before all Courts
ales, last Saturday.
n. M. on the 17 day of March Jany 8, 1921.
Notice is
Rapecial attention to United
Frank Dunn was in town with Jenkins,
hereby given that James W. F,rawley
1921.
a load of corn yesterday.
of Duke, Okla., who, on March 24
Claim aM tames as witnesses:
States Ifnd Office proceedKiss Rosalie Littlefield spent
J. Fletchei Wilson, Charles D. Dob-bin- 19x6, made orig II. E No. 013739, for
ings.
v
last Saturday night with her
Jake E. Hetison, Ren R. War- NWtf, Sec. I5.T.
R. a7-and
Of
Fry
passed
Arthur
away
flea First National Ran, 8Uo.
Sat
all
of
ren,
add II. E oi3954tor SWV, Sec i5,Ts-s- ,
Jenkins, X. M.. fu mn
friend Miss Elizabeth Greaves
urday morning Feb., 5, at St
Range 27-Emmett Patton, Register.
and add II. E. O17698, for
near Claudell.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ed McCown
were in town this week from
their home in the Union Valley
community.
H. W. Southard, who has been
working in the oil fields at Ranger, Texas, the past few months
returned home Sunday.

Miss Nonnie Mae Kimmons
waa called home Tuesday from
Portales, on the account of the
illness of her mother.
Uncle John Beavers was in
town last Saturday. Uncle John
is improving very much the past
few months.
E. D. Graves, A. G. Atkinson
T. E. Davis and L. D.
were in town Tuesday
from their homes near Faglehill.

Jr.,

Tank-ersle-

y

H. T. Leckman, special agent
of G. L. 0. Survey at Washington, D. C. is in this vacmity this
week looking up some cases for
the department which ho
.

Mary's hospital in Roswell.
TT
t .
ne
contracted mnuenza a year
or more ago, which later developed into tuberculosis from which
he had suffered for several
months. He was born near Mena
Arkansas, 21 years and seven
months ago and was left an
orphan between the age of five
and six years, both his parents
having died the same day. His
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Fry took him into their home,
raising him as one of their own
children and with them he moved
to this country about fifteen
years ago. He attended the
public school here when a bov
and was known and liked by
practically everyone in the community: Besides the family of
his uncle he is survived by two
sisters and other relatives who
live in Arkan.as,
Mr. and Mrs. Fry had the
body sent up from Roswell, and
taken to their home Tuesday
morning where it remained un
til! two o'clock in the afternoon
when funeral services were conducted at the church Ly Rev. R.
L. Day the Baptist minister.
We extend our heartfelt sympathy to the sorrowing relatives.

J. W.

Good left Monday for
home at Grand Prairie, Tex-aafter having spent several
days here with his son, Frank
and family.

"his

s,

DAVID L. GEY EH
j LAND

i

A

SPECIALTY.

ROSWELL.I

.

r. i

KOnfE

FOB XBLICAT'ttSf.
'itrARTMEMT OF THE IXTRD10K
V. S. Land Offiee at Fort Sumner,1
N. M, Jan.. (, 1921.
Notice is
hereby given that Lawreuce 11 . Cross
land, of Roswell, N. M. who on
June 28, 917, made orig. H. E. No.
Oi6qi0, for
Section 23, T. S, R,

and on Sept, 17, 1918, made add
H
E. 016912, for
Sectioa
23, Twp. 4 S Range 22-N. M. P.
Meridian has filed notice of Intention to
make final this year proof, to eetebliib

N,

Minton Graves and family and
Oscar Graves were in town Wed- -

-

ASSESLOR'S NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC!

"The laws ft e Slate of Nj-Mexico require thst every inhabitant of the aUte, of ful a and sound mind, shall, in each yex-- ,
make a list of all property su'j .:t to taxation ul which ho ii the owner
r has tbecontrd or
noitt. Such lisit n;uPtbon lbs form pre.
Ren lied by law bv t'io Mt iteTiX
nis rt ad mut hi tnvU an
filed in theeffke ef the Ounty Asesnr on or after I bo fi sl day of Jan .
uary and not Ut-- r than the last buiineaa day of February of. each rear.
Jo cempliaiif with th l.iw an for the convenience of taxpayers
I wid bi ai the rarions
Iiniovelt coun'y on the respectivt'
dates as fwllowa, for the purr-ceof taVin lists of property.
rn-tua-

1

pleiu

Pre.
1.

Dte.

Name and Location

Portales, Asaesors

ofli.je

Jan

1

to

Feb
Midway, Tom DasisouN rrs Jan
10, Ine, Poetoffice
Jan. IS
IS. Old Kedland, Cox's Store
Jan. 1 9
15, Garrison, Brown's Store
Jan. i'l
6, Longs, Postoffice
Jan. 21
if, Kogers, Pottoflica
-- I
5O, KichlaNd, Postoffl.e
Jan.
24, New liepe, PoHtorln:e
Jan.
17, Redlake, Pobtoffice
7
Ja.
23, Delphos, Postoflke
Jan.

ij,

--

2), KeMiia, Kenna 15ank

Jan

Pre.

3

Name and Location
Date
10, Valley Viei, old potitorJice
I'eb.
Kajle Hilj, school house
11). ;
9. Miluesand, jostoffice
Feb.
sH, 13 i t postoffice
Feb. 4
aS, Linno, postoffice
Feb.
iS I'pton. postoffice
Feb. ;
a 1, CIhu lcll. poMotlic"
Pel 8
3. Dereiio. postoftVe
Feb. 9
Feb ill and
5. 'i'olar. postufii'e
1"1). l
JJ. Perry, schnal Inure
Elida, .NL'Iiryde's Kto'e
l'"eb, 14 to (j iiirhi.sive
1 11

1

1

1

.Any peraon filinx l wet me at these ap ointments nny make
reilira to my e'lic in PortAluj at any ti ne within fie Iniiiti lixed by
law ai givea abve, or b'ault for maUioir rendition win
8Ht njlOM
by m il or in person, to my ofii:e'.

"A peuality of tentr.fivo fer ceut in addition lo tbo r.n'ar
valuation, limn brt added to the valun of all property not lired
aieeurutiMt within (he time ut.d in tbo iojm pretciibid by law.
xception van tie made 111 tins law."
'

S,

mi

,' Notice is herbby given to the taxpayers of R
oevelt County New
Mexic, that the Tax Aaeetacr or a deputy will vidi- tie pr cinefs of tl.e
Countj .at the time and place designated below, for thepurpo.se of ntak-inike assesmeat fall taxable propei ty for the year 921.

aplic'atien,

yesterday.

lativea.

1 1

--

were busines visitors in Elida,

L. E. White was down from
Clovis, this week visiting re

itTf iiikim4 wweet.oo
maaMstiiin
Notice to Taxpayers!

OrriC Ei, PRACTICE

J. R. Evans and E. E. Lee

A. K. Smith and Joe and C. II.
Slack were in town this week.

lite

K

fM fu'

J. A, PiDkin.

r-

-

up-- ,

Assessor
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NEW FABRICS IN

now

VARIED DESIGNS

GENUINE

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for

JOT
Thm peraoa

hat

whoii nervoua tyttwni

by work,
i experiene-In- t
faulty and slow convalescence:
or, who in lufferlnff from the general
debility and feebleness that result
from an acute or Infectious disease,
will And In FORCB a beneficial aid
to normal strength and health.
FORCB la sold by reliable druggists
everywhere, and Is of equal benefit
to men, women and children.
been overburdened

worry or care; or, who

p

"It Makes for Strength"

TOO

LATE
Jeath only a matter of short time.

Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

GOLD MEDAL

TIi world's standard remedy for kidney,
llrer, bladder and uric acid troubles the
National Remedy of Holland since 1695.
Guaranteed.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Leek far tbe name CoM Medal ea every
ad accept no imitation

bs

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY

Ban Antonio Texas. ''One of my
daughters baa two 'Favorite Pre
scription
babies
of whom she Is
very proud. She
was In very poor
health for eight

jit

NWV

That It Is the fnhrlc which Inspires
the ll ni shed gown Is a saying which
receives fresh emphasis by a glimpse
at the new materials for spring. As
yet but few of them have appeared In
shop windows; they are yet on stock
shelves, waiting to make their bow
to the public. One look at the softness and nt the vurled designs of the
new folds of fubrlc, and to Uie Imagination u whole panorama of spring
gowns and Rummer frocks appears.
Already the designers have begun to
create new dresses out of the rich
choice of material, and they will have
none of trimming and decoration. They
confine themselves to the charm of the
fabric and the dresses they have made
so far are indeed worthy of tin Inspiration thnt was their beginning.
For a long time, while the war was
on, we were forced to accept a more
or less limited stock of innterlals, but
now from everywhere the materials
are pouring In those from foreign
parts being only an addition to those
which we in this country have succeeded In crontlng. And there Is little
to choose between those from abroad
and ours. Those of our own make are
as beautiful as theirs, though the ones
that come from Europe are extremely
finely woven and not to be equaled by
our more plentiful variety as far as
exqulsiteness of workmanship Is concerned.
Silks Most Fascinating.
The silks, perhaps, are the most fascinating of all the new fabrics, for It
Is In the spring and summer that theso
materials have their own best expression. During these seasons any kind
of a gflwn ran be made of silk, not
only those for dress-uoccasions but
those for street wear ns well, and
those for morning and sports wear;
and now that there have been created
so many heavier weaves of silk, this
comes into the realm of suit materials
by common accord.
The silks that can be used for suits
or for tailored street costumes are
most numerous, which Indicates that
there will be a great vogue during tbe
coming months for daytime dressing
In this material. There are the heavy
crepes and tbe trtcotlnes. This year
some of the knitted fabrics have been
printed, aud they take on a most Illusive air by reason of this newer treatment. There are, the sport weaves,
is one that Is
long which "Tally-ho- "
being featured extensively. It la a sort
of erepey ground, with patterns In
plaids and stripes made from threads
of artificial silk, which give the fabric
variety. One particular
feature of this silk, and It Is the case
with many others of the newer weaves
Is that the stripes run from selvage
to selvage, the material being forty
Inches wide. Uy reason of this little
trick the material lends itself most
gracefully to the pleutlngs of various
sorts that have been so popular for
skirts of this character.
The Pussywillow fabrics hnve been
printed with borders that are most Interesting, and these borders have the
same happy way of running along one
selvage, so that they can be used for
the trimmings of the hems of skirts
s
as well as Incorporated Into the
of the summer frocks.
There Is a lovely silk fabric called
"thlstledu." It comes In all the pastel
shades, yellows and blues and pinks,
thnt are Just the things for street suits
and for daytime dresses. This fabric,
while It Is all silk, hus'very much the
look of a woolen homespun.
It Is
lighter In weight, of course, but It has
that same loose 'basket weave which
gives a certain hody to the material
and enough weight to make It drape
and hang Interestingly.
There have
been some suits made up In this material Just plain tailored suits with
littie straight box coats. They are
some of the best looking of the ad

years

could
scarcely get
around and was
not able to do
her housework.
Doctoring did not
seem to help her.

started to take

Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription and that medicine re
stored ber to perfect health. Tbe
babies are fine and healthy and she
had practically no suffering. Best of
all she Is In better health today than
ever before." MRS. SARAH WHIT-JLE307 Sharer St.
Favorite Prescription contains no
alcohol or narcotic. All druggists.

bod-Ice-

Cuticura Soap Cap and
Is Ideal for
The Complexion
Soap 25e, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcant 25c

Don't Waste Money.

It

Is a unique way druggists have

or selling llyoniel, a euuronteed treat
ment for catarrh. Money back If It
rails.

vance models that have appeared anywhere.
Another fabric allied to the one Just
described Is a weave called "fisher-maid.- ''
It is so loosely woven that
there are veritable holes between the
crossing threads. But It makes a material that can be beautifully draped
and generally well handled. The colors In It are all that could be desired,
and then for u chunge some of It Is
printed. Now when printing Is applied
to this very loosely woven fabric a
great deal of the pattern, as runy be
supposed, disappears into the great
unknown, which only ndds to the general novelty of the effect and greatly
lncrenses the charm of the material as
a whole. .
Crepes, wo hear from all sides, will
be the fashlonnble silk materials for
the coining season, and so we are presented with all sorts and varieties of
silks In this particular weave. Crepe
satin Is one of the most popular, and
it Is most often hmde up wrong side
out or with the crepey side exposed
to view. Of course this vogue makes
the crepey side the right side, though
heretofore It has been considered Just
the opposite. It makes no difference
shiny or dull the fabric is one to
be marveled over and wondered at,
for It h'jlds great possibilities for the
dressmaker who wishes to combine it
with one of the woolen materials or
tn make it up Into a frock by Itself.
And gray In crepe Is still the good
color. 'J l.ere ca J be none more becom
In ft and many will welcome this reiteration of the gray note. It was
good toward the end of last summer,
It has held its own through all the
winter, and It certainly will be very
popular for spring wear In silk as well
as In other fabrics.
Fascinating Printed Designs.
Some of the crepes show printed designs tn the most fascinating figures
and patterns. This Is a new Idea
to print upon crepe, as usually this
sort of silk was seen only In the surfaces that were more or less plain and
smooth In finish. The crepe prints are
beautiful In themselves and doubtless
will make up into frocks destined for
a long and Interesting career.
Serges for spring wear are as good
now as they always have been and
many are the new weaves In this favorite of all materials. Though many
of the best suits are shown In the
lighter materials light both as to
colors and weight still serge and nil
of Its sister materials hold their own.
The dye and weave of this fabric are
being perfected so that a good serge
nowadays lasts much better than formerly. The twills are firmly woven
and correctly dyed, and the serges,
both Imported and domestic, are much
to be admired.
The soft, light weight duvetyns are
used largely for the more formal of
the spring suits and dresses. This Is
a material which always carries with
It the mark of distinction.
And as
the weaving of the silken fabric becomes perfected It subjects Itself to
greater possibilities of wear. There
was a time when duvetyn was passed
by because of the question of Its wearing qualities, but that condition Is fast
changing, for the better duvetyns
they go by many distinguishing names
are out to stand the "ravages of
time" as well as fabrics that have
hitherto been classed as sturdier.
Homespun In wool Is losing none of
the favor which has been shown to It
during the present season.
It has
proved Its right to distinction.
The
suits made from It hold their shape
marvelously that Is when the weave
Is authentic homespun. So much cannot be said for some of the cheaper
Imitation varieties, and one should be
careful to select the genuine article If
the purchaser expects to have it wear
as homespun Is reputed to wear.

Some Are Extremely Necessary, Others May liot B3

Every Woman Should Give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a Trial First

it

ill

E
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uuti iturx'sui.
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comfort to turn
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For Irritated Throats

take a trlrd and tested remedy one that
eta promptly and effectively and contain!
gko opiate. You get that remedy by asking for

8'g

.

Burlington, Vt. " I suffered with female trouble, and had a number of
doctors who said that I would never be any better until I had an operation.
I was so bid I could hardly walk across the floor and could not do a thing.
My sister-in-lainduced me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and it certainly has helped me wonderfully. I keep house and do ray work
and have a small child. I have recommended Vegetable Compound to a numMrs. II. R. Sharon,
ber of my friends and you may publish my testimonial."
Apple Tree Point Farm, Burlington, Vt
Jn hospitals are many women who are there for surgical operations, and there
is nothing a woman dreadstnore than the thought of an operation, and the
long weary months of recovery and restoration to strength if it is successful.
It is very true that female troubles may through neglect reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones ; they are not caused by serious displacements, tumors or growths, although the symptoms may appear the same.
When disturbing ailments first appear take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles.
In fact, many letters have been received from women who have been restored
to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations have
been advised by attending physicians.

.

-

upon "Ailments PecuLydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Hooliar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn. Massachusetts.
k

This book contains valuable information.
.

ENDORSED

HV HORSEMEN

UNIVERSALLY.

DISTEMPER COMPOUND
SPOIIN'S
enjoya a reputation equalled by no other veterinary remedy. For

year. It has been used and recommended by the
leading: horsemen and stockmen of America.
For twenty-sl- a
year Ita us. under trying conditions has won for It the highest
esteem of veteran tralnera and drivers. sl'OHN'8 should be la
every stable to prevent contagion, whether INFLUENZA, FINK-KYDISTEMPER, COUGI1 or COLD.
Buy of your druggist, - 60 cents and $1.15 per bottle.
&TOUN MEDICAL CO., Goshen, Ind., U. 8. A.
twenty-al-

x

Improvement Noted.
"I think our sou Josh Is showln'
more . respect for parental authority
than he used to," remarked Farmer
Corntossel.
"But he doesn't do a thing we tell
him to," said Josh's mother.
"Not yet. But you can't expect
everything at once, lie lias at least
got to where he's sufficiently old an'
dignified not to talk back."

Swat tha Big Figures.
Knlcker "A scientist calculates the
earth will last a trillion years." Congressman "Wfll, I'd cut the

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it
CASTOKIA,

BlureTffrT

Most people seem to enjoy coming
Over 30 Years.
out of church more than they do go- In Use forCry
Children
for Fletcher's CastorU
ing In.

It Is hard to choose between slam
ming a door and using profanity.
They're both wicked.

Vanity of women looks like a
plugged nickel when compared to tha
conceit of men.

1

Si

m

j

one-hal-

-

Chicago.UL
"I was In
bedwith a female trouble and
inflammation and had four
doctors but none of them did
me any good. They all said I
would have to have an operation. A druggist's wife told
me to take Lydia E. Pink
htm's Vegetable Compound
and I took 22 bottles, never
missing a dose and at theend
of that time I was perfectly
well. I have never had occasion to take it again as I
have been so well. I have a
six room flat and do all my
work. My two sisters are
taking the Compound upon
my recommendation and you
may publish my letter. It is
the gospel truth and I will
write to any one who want
a personal letter." Mrs. E.
H. Haydock, 6824 St Law
rence Ave., Chicago, 111.

A Vermont woman
adds her testimony to
the long: line of those
fortunate women who
have been restored to
health by Lydia E.
lMnkham's Vegetable
Com pound, after It had been decided an operation was necessary i

Sweater for Girl

Attractive Winter Apparel May Be and coral yarn, finished with balls of
.clipped coral yarn at each end.
Fashioned From the Attractive
Red and Pink Sport Scarves.
Australian Zephyr,
For the sport suit one can go the
color limit In n scarf. The newest ones
Australian zephyr Is used to make a for winter shw an Insistence on brilknitted sweater of light blue for a Ut- liant reds and pinks. There Is a new
ile girl, In which a long, rippled pep-lu- brushed silk scarf In stripes that gets
Is made with vertical stripes of additional brllllunce from
glossigray yarn of a lighter weight. This ness of the material. Sport the
too,
hats,
sweater has a set-Isleeve and a belt offer nn occasion for employing color
f
about two and
Inches wide. Judiciously. A heavenly shade of cosThe crocheted buttons which trim the mos pink makes a stunning little sport
sweater are blue with gray centers, set of scarf and hat, the hat having a
and two lines of gray yarn appear at felt crown and a brushed wool brim,
the neck and on the cults.
for wearing with a dark brown or a
A very pretty cap and sweater are dull blue sport suit.
knitted In coral yarn with a touch of
Lace Blouses Match Skirts.
turquoise blue appearing In a fancy
Lace blouses dyed- to match the
border nhout three Inches wide, which
skirt are in vogue.
Margot
la
is used around the bottom of the one of the season's novelties. lace
headsweuter and on the turned-uband of the cap. The collar and cuffs
Metal Laces In Demand.
are the same as the border. The neck
Metal laces are still In demand for
Is tied with a cord made of turquoise evening 'hats.

avoid

SURGICAL OPERATIONS

n

PAKKluR'S
HAIR BALSAM

norm

You must say

I

il

"Bayer"

Warning! Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablet
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians for 21 years and proved safe by millions.
.Accept only an "unbroken package" of "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Colds, Headache,
Pain, Toothache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago.
Handy tin boxes) of 12 tablet coot but a fw tenia Larger package.
lb. trads mark ef Bayer ataaufaetttre ef MoBoaa.Uoaetd.sUr el SaUeylloaaU

Aaplrla la
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Prominent Western
Man Praises Tanlac

licll end Ctrcn"

hirr ttkf n iverAl

bottle of

I

;

GRAHAM BOMMER.
MARY
cofYitum n vtmu niwatui union
BREAKFAST

e

1 hud pttnatn
and And It preat benefit.
at J stomach ami bowel., but by tlieaiinof
Bitd Mrn-n-llI am well und
iirttiiH Mroin. 1 always koApa few botuoe
U tuo Iiuum,"
Ob at,
Mm, iho
li. It I) So. 3, liox 19,

HlcUol, Iowa

i
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"I am going to find out at the House
of Secrets how I can become a leader,"
said the boy adventurer to the girl

adventurer.
"I am too," said the girl, "for I want
Wt Gray's exrwripnre la Jiint more evidence that
to be a leader In my own way."
M
qui w
k'kxi a ramwiy fur calarrn ol the aiomacn, Dowe or
They had just awakened und soon
organ as It ia (or cougha, colds and liaaal catarrh.
8
SB
ia a wonderfully fine medicine to have in the house
Mrs. Wood Klf appeared.
tr
Tab let I Of Liquid
"I have no wash rags," she said,
Send to the Pervna Company, Columbia, Ohio tor Am
ft
Sold Everywhere
M iookJet mad medical advice.
"but I've running wuter In the brook
and you must make haste for breuk-fitn- t
Is ready.
A kiss on the check may not be us
Partial payments puzzle the school-ho- y
"We shall have It In the open space
cheeky ns n kiss on the lips.
and the older he gets the more which is my dining-room.- "
they worry him.
So the boy and the girl washed In
The charm of a bathroom is its spot'
the lovely clear water of tie "rook
lessness. By the use of Red Cross' Ball Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured nnd felt very fine afterward.
Blue, all cloths and towels retain their by local applications, ns tlicy cannct
"I feel ready for anything," raid the
reach the diseased portion of the ear. boy. "Now for breukfust und advenwhiteness until worn out. 5c.
Cftturrlml DeufneaE
requires ronsthn-tiona- l
HALL'S CAT A Kit H tures !"
treatment.
No Wonder.
MKDIOINIi Is a coiialilutlnnul remedy.
"So do I," said the girl. "The rest
"Lnurn seems very much stuck up Catarrhal Deafness Is canned by an Inflamed condition of the mucous llnins of and' the change has done me lots of
about her new phonograph."
the Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is good."
"YeR, I notice since she got It she Inllnmed you have a rumbling sound or
"Gracious," said the boy, "don't
Imperfect hearing, and when it Is entireIs always putting on nlrs."
ly closed, Deafness is the result. Unless speak as though you were an Invalid."
the Inflammation can be reduced, yjur
hearing; may be destroyed
The girl laughed. "I did sound that
forever.
A Lady of Distinction
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
acts way, but I didn't mean to. I feel
Is recognized by the delicate fascinat- through the
blood on the mucous suring Influence of the perfume she uses. faces of the system, thus reducing the In- strong and reudy for adventures, too
flammation and restoring normal condithat Is what I meant"
A bath with Cuticura Soap and hot tions.
They walked through the woods unfree. All Druggists.
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores, Circulars
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
til tliey came to the open space where
followed by a dusting with Cuticura
there was no underbrush and only
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
Be Prudent.
Pays
to
pine trees with their branches high
weet, healthy skin. Adv.
tall
A certain motion picture producer In
the
air.
declares that one of the funniest InResponds to Alarm.
There was Mrs. Wood Elf poking the
in his experience happened
cidents
fire and singing to herself,
Flatbush That dog of yours looks during
the production of a recent picfish, such fish, I caught In the
"Such
like a good watchdog.
ture.
Bensonhurst Are you joking?
brook,
The night watchman at the studio Do come
"No; of course, I'm not Joking."
here and have a look I
In Culver City, advertised In all local
"Well, I'll tell you how good he Is. newspapers to
But better still, come, have a seat,
pup
big
his
trade
for
"Then we'll all begin to eat."
We have put an alarm clock In his any kind of a small dog.
"We're ready," said the girl. "And
house 80 he'll wake up in time to
"What's the matter with that bull?"
good and hungry too."
come over for his breakfast In the
we're
asked Lloyd Hamilton.
morning." Tonkers Statesman.
"Well," said Mrs. Wood Elf, "your
"I tell you," said the watchman.
"My dog he fights all the time. Some time for starting wns before this, but
as
She Meant Well.
day he lick Mr. Lehrman'a dog and still there is no great, great hurry, exwill
Mrs.
The orchestra In the grillroom was then I get fired."
plain."
playing classical music during the
Mrs. Wood Elf had no sooner said
lunch hour. A woman was listening
Glad But Confusing New Year.
with what she probably regarded as
"I wish you a happy first of Jan- that there was no need to hurry and
the proper attitude to assume when uary, Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-on- e that Mrs.
good music is played. After each num1"' exclaimed the person who la would explain than there suddenly appeared behind a tree, just as though
ber Bhe applauded, and murmured to genial but precise.
her companion, "I do so adore good
"You have been going through that she had been hiding there all the time,
woman.
music I"
She beckoned to a waiter rigmarole over nd over again," pro- a Jolly looking little young-olShe tripped lightly over to Mrs.
and asked blm if the orchestra played tested his wife. "Why don't you say
any music by request. She was In- Happy New Year,' and let It go at
formed that it did.
that?"
"Will you please tell them to play
"I want to keep myself reminded of
the sextette from 'Russia for me?" the change In figures. I never write
the date correctly until the middle of
February."
A Ship of Rumor.
Laid up for her final rest at Port
Stanley, in the. Falkland Isles, the old
Where the New Books Begin.
Great Britain, seventy-seve- n
years of
"What sort of a novel Is It?"
age, and the first big screw steamer
to go Into deep waters, had to submit
"That so?"
to a short detention on account of bad
"Yes.
The story ends that thej
weather in the year that saw the open- were married and lived happily ever
ing of the Crimean wur. Returning to after."
Liverpool early In 1854, the Great
"What's
about that?'
Britain was taken for an advance
"The newer, authors usually start
guard of a Russian Invuslon, and for off their books with the wedding day,
ad hour or two cause'l a greater sen- and work the old triangle racket
sation locally than the famous Rus- through to the finish."
sian troop trains early in the great
"She Pointed."
war. She was at that time, according
An application of money will someto a local paper, the fastest ship in times remove stains from a man's Wood Elf and gave her a loud snack
upon the cheek.
the world. London Chronicle.
character.
"My dear, my dear good friend, If.
was most kind of you to Invite me to
your party. Did you Bee me? Did you
now, my dear? Of course you did I"
"Were you waiting for something to
turn up?" asked Mrs. Wood Elf.
"Of course not," said Mrs.
"und you know I
wasn't I Do you suppose they will like
nie?"
She pointed to the boy and girl, and
she didn't lower lier voice In the least
when she said this. They could hear
her perfectly. And they could hear
Mrs. Wood Elf's answer.
"To be sure they'll like you. They
are late In sturtlng out this morning."
- "I heard you tell them my name,"
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MSTANT

POSTUM

Because of its attractive,
flavor and real economy:
Tnere's no waste because it
is prepared instantly in the
cup by the addition of hot
water, and you can make it

strong or mild to suit indir

vidual taste.

Instant Postum

Healthful
Satisfying

Economical

Made by Poatum Cereal

Co,lnrBatUe Crek.lML
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G. W. Logan, Peabody, Kansas
"Tanlac has completely restored my
health and I feel finer than In years,"
was the straightforward
statement
made recently by Mr. George W.
Logan of Peabody, Kansas, one of
In
the most prominent stock-dealethe Middle West
"It has not only made a new man
of me but I have actually gained
thirty-fiv- e
pounds In weight and feel
as well as I ever did In my life. I am
telling all of my friends about Tanlac,
but they can see for themselves what
It has done in my case.
"When I began taking Tanlac I was
In an awfully
condition. I
was away off In weight felt weak and
nervous all of the time and couldn't
take any Interest In my work or any
run-dow- n

Wltaafl

thing else. My main trouble was Indigestion. Nothing seemed to agree
with me. At times I would have dizzy
spells and at other times my back
would ache so bad that I could hardly
get up and down In my chair. This
Is Just the condition I was In when
I started to take this medicine. It
took Just six bottles to make a well
man of me. I now have a fine appetite, everything tastes good and I
digestion is perfect.
"My wife was also troubled w
Indigestion at times and it rellei
her the same way. You may p
llsh my statement wherever you h
and If anyone doubts It, just tell them
to see me."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggist
everywhere.
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m&ll MEAPACIBIE
CARTERS

iBPILLS

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
A few doses restore your organs to their
proper functions and the Headache and the
causes of it pass away. In the same manner
They regulate the Bowels and prevent Constipation.

S&Z&C

Uses for Balsam Wood.
Although It has been known for more
than 100 years, balsam wood Is Just
coming Into use as a substitute for
cork In some of Us capacities. It Is
the lightest commercial wood known,
and a purafllne treatment makes It
available for many purposes for which
cork heretofore has been exclusively
used. It must be disposed of quickly
after being cut, for It rots rapidly
when exposed to the atmosphere In the
tropics, whore It grows.
Observant Paw.
Taw, what Is an advertisement 1"
"An advertisement Is the picture of
a pretty girl eating, wearing, holding
or driving something that somebody
wants to sell." Nashville Tennesseean.

SmU Pill; SnuJl Do.e; SouH Pries

The Munchausen Medalist
The Munchausen prize for 1!)20 goes
to a denizen of New Jersey, who tel
of a windmill going so fast In a youl
cyclone that It pumped hot water.-PortlanOregonian.
Speaking of skin games what's thsj
matter with the beauty doctor?

Siare

ReSief
6

Mrs.

Bell-an- s

Hot water
Sure Relief

A Little Game.
"und I wus sadly afraid they mightn't
"Did you make any New Year
LL-AEK- 1S
like It. It sounds like rather a preachy calls?" "An unfortuate one on
foui
name. I may change it some day. 1 deuces."
FOR
INDIGESTION'
am not sure.
"But If tliey thought It Just sounded
like a regular name, which meant all
sorts of good things, then I may not
change It."
Still she talked to Mrs. Wood Elf,
pointing to the boy and the girl from
time to time.
The boy and the girl couldn't decide
whether the breukfust guest was old
or young. She didn't look either old
or young. And she didn't look tall or
small, or especially fat or especially
FOR
AND
thin.
Coughs
Colds,
La
Grippe
aa
I've said before,
"1 was afraid,
you would not like me because of my
Neglected Cold are Dangerous
name," said Mrs.
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first idhh,
to the boy and the girl as she
Brsaks op a cold In 24 hours
Relieves
shook each by a hand la a very corGrippe In 3 days Excellent for Headache
dial way. "But please do, for I love
Quinine in this form does not affect the head Cascara is best Tonic
boys and girls. I'd miss so much in
Laxative No Opiate in Hill's.
life if I didn't. And of course I want
to get the most out of life possible,"
she smiled brightly. '

2E

Kill That Cold With
CASCARA

M QUININE

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

THE KENNA RECORD
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spoiletl everything. You're a
monkey and I've a
great notion to let you get drunk
again. Take the baggage back into
the hotel."
Don Juan Cafetero, greatly humble! and rebuffed, stepped aside and
watched Webster stride back Into the
hotel. "God love ye, sor," he mumbled, "knowin' what I know, is It likely I'd let ye make a monkey out' av
her or yerself? Ye made yer plans
wit' MIsther Geary wlt'out consultin'
her. Now go, ye grrand big dlvll, an'
find out why she kicked yer schame
to smithereens." And with a solemn
and knowing wink at the duffle bag,
Don Juan picked that article up and
followed after his master.
You've

muddle-heade- d

Webster
By PETER B. KYNE
Author of "Cappy Ricks," "The Valley of the GianU," Etc
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dy Jerome at the Engineers' club in seated firmly on the throne of my
CHAPTER XII Continued.
Denver and kick his eye out in my
13
"Why?"
"Sarros!" Webster replied smiling- honored name.
ly. "That Rcoundrel makes a gamble
"I guess that's about all of your
"It's been framed with Sarros to
out of qd otherwise sure thing. How- Job, Bill. As for me, I'll enmp right let you spend your money on that conever," he added, recalling the note re- here. I'll have a deal of surveying cession and get the mine In running
ceived from Rlcnrdo Ruey Just before to do and I plan to sweat the booze order; then a fake suit, alleging an
I'll error in the government survey, will
his departure from Buenaventura and out of that Cafferty person.
reflecting that to be forewarned la to make Don Juan ray chain man and be filed. It will be claimed that the
be forearmed, "we'll accept the gam- run the tail off him. Then I'll be concession given your friend, Geary,
ble. That rascal can't live forever, busy with preliminary plans, arrang Is, by virtue of erroneous government
and he may be eliminated before he ing for labor and so on, and when surveys, the property of a citizen of
I'm Idle I'll go bunting."
Sobrante.- The courts here do as Sarcauses us any trouble."
In conformity with this plan, there ros tells them. You are to be kicked
"What will it cost us to get this
fore, Billy said good-b- y
to his friend out busted, and despairing, and your
mine on a paying basis, Johnny?"
"Well, back home, I'd figure on and packed out for San Miguel de nicely equipped little mine will be
pending at lenst $100,000; but I dare Padua bright and early next morn- taken over as a government monopoly
say, taking Into consideration the low ing. During the following ten days and run for the benefit of the govern-

cost of labor In Sobrante and the raw,
natural resources of power and timber right on the ground, we ought to,
put this deal over for $50,000 at the
Praise be, I have cash
joutslde.
enough to do the trick without calling
In any help, and such being the case,
we'll not waste any time but hop to
!the Job In a hurry and make the fur
fly."
.

"Right, Jack. What's the program T"
"Well, first off, son, I'm not going
to stay In this country and lose myself managing this mine. That's your
Job, because you're young and unimportant In your profession and have
the ability to get away with the Job.
You can afford to spend the next 15
years here, but I cannot. I can only
afford to come down here every couple of years and relieve you for a vacation."
"That's the way I figured it. Jack."
"All right then. Bill, let us start in
by giving you your first vacation. If
you're going to dig in here and make
the fur fly, you've got to be in tip-to-p
physical condition and you are thin
and gaunted and full of chills and fe
ver. Just before I left Buenaventura
I cashed a draft for $5,000 on my let
ter of credit at the Banco Naclonal,
and placed It to the credit of your
account there,
'
"Tomorrow morning you will take
your horse, one pack mule, and one
mozo and ride for San Miguel de Pad'
ua, where you will tuke the train for
In Buenaventura you
Buenaventura.
may do what you blame please, but
if I were you, boy, I'd try to get mar
ried and go back to the U. S. A. for
my honeymoon. And when I finally
hit a town that contained some regular doctors I'd let them paw me over
and rebabbltt me and overhaul my
bearings and put me In such nice run
nlng order I'd be firing ou all 12 cyl
inders nt once.
"And when I was feeling tip-toonce more I'd wire old John Stuart
Webster and tell him so, after which
I'd stand by for a cable from the said
sourdough Inviting me to return and
take up my labors."
Lilly s wan yellow face lighted up
like a sunrise on the desert "I guess
that plan's kind of poor," he an
"You're right,
nounced feelingly.
Jack. I'm In rotten condition and I
ought to be right before I start Still,
If I should arrange to get married before I leave, I'd like mighty well to
have a good man and true see me
safely over the hurdles."
"That's nice, sou, but I haven't time
to be your best man. Arranging the
lioneymoon lets me out Bill. I'm In
a hurry to finish here and get back,
so the sooner we both start our prospective Jobs the sooner we'll finish.
'Have a quiet little marriage, Bill,
without any fuss or feathers or voices
breathing o'er Eden. What are the
odds, provided you get hitched prop
erly Besides, I'm In mortal dread of
that town of Buenaventura. The sew
er system Is bad; it's rotten with fever; and you'd better get that girl
out of It P. D. Q., and the quicker the
better. Myself, I prefer to stay up
here In these mountains In a temperate climate where there are no
'
mosquitoes."
Billy saw that Webster was serious
and would resent any Interference in
Ms plans. "All right Jack," he as
sented. "You're the boss."
"Fine. Now, BUI, you listen to father and be guided accordingly. When
you get to Buenaventura, wire the
Bingham Engineering company of
Denver, using ray name, and tell them
to add to my order given them last
month and held for shipping directions, 12 dozen picks, 12 dozen shovels, 12 dozen mattocks, say six dozen
axes, brush knives, a big road plow,
and whatever other things you happen
to think of and which would come In
bundy when building our road. Also,
when you get to New Orleans buy a
motor truck. We'll
stanch three-toneed It for getting in supplies from
San Miguel de Padua. Pay for the
truck Hi ho, and If you go broke and
cannot reach me by cable, wire Ned

'

p

n

keep himself ment, t,
Webster managed to
Sarros and his satellites.
fairly busy around the camp at the We had to cook up a dirty deal like
mine; then for a week he hunted and that to save your life. Of course, now
fished, and finally, when that began that I hnve warned you in time, you
to pall - on blm, his agile mind re are safe. We schemed a proposition,
turned to business and the considera- however, that worked both ways. It
tion of the possibility of a flaw in enabled us to save you and to save
Billy's title to the claim; whereupon us, by permitting the shipment free
he suddenly decided to return to Bue- of suspicion, of arms for the rebels
naventura ana Investigate that title that are to attack the city from withfully before proceeding to throw dol- in. Naturally I had to. cache their
lars right and left
arms within the city and that was a
At the head of his little cavalcade, hard problem until you happened
therefore, he" rode out one morning along. Thank you, fairy godfather."
for the railroad, whereat providence,
"My thanks are due you, Rlcardo.
In Its Inscrutable
wisdom, ordained rra for you, first, last, and. all the
that en route he should fall In with time, and against this Sarros outfit
no less a personage than Don Rlcardo By the way, how do you purpose mov
Lulz Ruey, nee Andrew Bowers. Rl- ing your machine guns?"
cardo was mounted, armed, arid alone,
"We'll have to carry them, I guess."
and at sight of Webster he shouted
"Well, I'll have a small auto-truc- k
with delight and spurred toward him. delivered In. .Buenaventura by that
"What the devlll You, Rick, the time. You might arrange to armor
government cut-uWhat are you do- It with sheet steel; and with a couing In these parts?" Webster rode up ple of machine guns mounted in It
and shook hands.
and a crew of resolute Americans be
"Oh, Tm Robin Hooding it around hind the machine guns, yon could ca
this part of the country. It is so se- per from one end of the city to the
cluded, you know, and Sarros hasn't other and clear a path for your In
any friends or any telegraph lines or fantry." .
any garrisons up this way. I heard In
Thank you, my friend, rll bor
San Miguel de Padua that you were row the motor truck and arrange to
camped yonder, and I was on my way armor It That's a bully idea. Are
over to confer with you on matters you bound for Buenaventura now?"
of state. Met your friend, Oeary, at ; Webster nodded. "Then," Rlcardo
El Buen Amlgo a couple of weeks suggested, "I'll meet you In my room
ago. Just before" he sailed for the Unit- at El Buen Amlgo next Wednesday
ed Slates.
lie was telling me you night at 11 and explain the details of
had to have a lot of tools for road my plans to you If you care to hear
mybuilding, so I cabled in a secret ci- them. I think they're
pher to the Sobrantean revolutionary self, but somehow I think I'd feel more
Junta In New Orleans to ship these certain of them If you approve them."
tools to you Immediately. They ar
"I'll be there. Rick, and the day
rived on the last trip of the Atlanta you run that outlaw Sarros off the
and now repose in Leber's warehouse grass you'll know why I am for you.
"Good-by- ,
waiting for you to call and 'remove
old man. You will nev
them."
er know how grateful you have made
"You scoundrel I What have you me." '
sent me?"
Ruey shook hands with Webster
"A couple of hundred rifles and and rode off through the timber, leav
three machlno' guns, branded axes, ing John Stuart Webster to pursue
picks, shovels, plows, and so on. I the even tenor of his way, until at
also ran In three cases of ammunition, length he arrived once more in Buelabeled grindstones, two more cases naventura and sought accommodations
disguised as bolts, and quite several at the Hotel Mateo. And there, as fie
entered the lobby and gazed through a
thousand labeled nails in kegs.
should feel rather sorry for you if my glass, door across the patio and Into
friend, Sarros, should get suspicious the veranda, he saw that which disand investigate, but 1 haven't any fear turbed him greatly. In a big wicker
that he will. You see, lie knows you're rocker Dolores Ruey sat, rocking gent
here on legitimate business. He .has ly and busily .stitching on a piece of
Investigated and learned that you are fancy work I
Billy Geary gone back to the Unita bona fide mining engineer of con
siderable reputation and then, you ed States, and Dolores was still In
Why,
Amazing!
know, your friend, Geary, dickered Buenaventura I
with him for the concession. The min what the devil did Billy mean by
ing property you are about to devel letting her have her own way like
op belongs to the people, nofto Sar- that? Of course, they hadn't been
ros ; yet be has bartered It away and married, or she would not now be out
will divert the royalty to his own there on the veranda, and, of course,
pocket Instead of the public treasury." they hadn't quarreled, because that
"Huni-m-m- l
What do you want me was an Impossibility, and, of course,
to do with all those munitions con- Billy had departed alone for the U,
S. A else be would bave returned to
signed to me?"
"Arrange with Leber to keep them their camp In the hills back of San
there until you get ready to build Miguel de Padua.
your road Into the mine. I want them
"Well, I know what I'm going to
there when my American mercenaries do," Webster decided. "I'm not going
arrive in Buenaventura. By the way, to be led Into temptation while Bil
you are going to Import these mer- ly's not on the Job so I'll not put up
cenaries for me. They are American at the Hotel Mateo after alt I'U
miners and road builders in the em Just sneak around to El Buen Aml
ploy of the Honda Mining & Develop go and fix It with that old Mother
ment company, which Is to be the Jenks not to tip off my presence In
name of your enterprise. I hope you'll town to Dolores Ruey until I can get
like the name, Webster.' I picked It the lay of the land and see what the
out myself."
devil has happened to all my well
"You cool scoundrel 1 You're mak- laid plans."
ing cat's paw out of me,"
He retreated out the front door and
"That Is because you happen to be called a- carriage,'- into which be was
so handy for my purpose. You see about to step, bag and baggage, when
my plan, do you not? I'm going to Dol. Juan Cafetero came rushing np
attack Buenaventura from within and In great excitement "Sure, where are
without I'm going to come down on ye goln' now, sor. Is there no room
Sarros like a wolf on the fold, and for ye in the Hotel Mateo?"
the Job is scheduled for next Satur
"Their beds have Jiggers In them,
day alght a week."
and I Just remembered that," Web"Look here, Itlck, my boy, I have ster fibbed. "Hop In, John, and we'll
no desire to mix in the politics of this drive around to Mr. Geary's lodgings
country."
In Ul Buen Amlgo."
"You have some desire, however, to
"But I come t'rough the patio Just
mix In its wealth," Rlcardo reminded now," Don Juan explained, "an" who
blm.
should I meet but the young leddy."
Well?"
"You Infernal scoundrel I Did you
"I'm the only man that can help tell her I was In town?"
you. By the way, do not order your
"Sure I did, sor." An' why not?"
machinery shipped until after I am
"None of your Infernal business.
to-wi-

.
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CHAPTER XIII.
John Stuart Webster's agile brain
was the repository of many conflicting emotions as he bathed, shaved,
and changed. from his soiled khaki
field clothes to a suit of ducks before
presenting himself before Dolores.
Had Billy's courage forsaken him
at the last minute, with the result
that he had gone back to the United
States, without having settled the
question of Dolores future? Had he
proposed and been rejected, or had
he proposed, been accepted, and had
his plans for ai Immediate marriage
'
vetoed by Dolores?
In either event, why had Billy
failed to leave a note for him at the
Hotel Mateo, or mailed him a letter
to the Globo de Oro at San Miguel de
Padua, advising him of the change In
the plan of action outlined for blm by
Webster?
In the simplicity of his single-hearte- d
devotion Webster was puzzled to
understand bow any woman In her
right mind could fall to fall in love
with Billy Geary. A man he was, from
heels to hair, and a man with pros
pects far above the average. To Webster's way of thinking, the girl who
married Billy might well count her
self fortunate.
Dolores greeted him with unaffected
pleasure. "Well, Caliph I" she sold.
Just that It made Webster sensible
of a feeling of having returned to her
after an absence of several years.
"I'm so glad to see you, Miss Ruey,"
he replied, and added boldly, "particularly since I didn't expect to."
She knew what her reply would lead
to; nevertheless, with that dlsslmula
tion which can --only be practiced In
perfection by a clever and beautiful
woman, she answered with equal boldness: "Indeed I Pray why?"
"Well, for a pretty good reason, 1
think. A few weeks ago, after examining Bill's concession very thorough
ly, I told him he was a potential mil
lionaire. Now, while I dlsclaUn any
appearance of braggadocio, when John
Stuart Webster, E. M., makes any
mine owner a report like that be Is
apt to be taken very seriously. And
having made Bill a potential millionaire and arranged to give him three
or four months' vacation back home,
I had a notion he'd present to you a
very valid reason why you should ac- oompauy him."
"You are very frank, Caliph."
That's because I'm curious.. He had
a certain dream, and told me about It,
and I did my little best to make it
come true."
"I think I understand, Caliph. It
would, be very difficult, I think, for
anybody to meet Billy without being
attracted toward him. He's one of
the dearest most lovable boys In the
world and he did do me the signal
honor of asking me to marry him. So
there 1"
"Well, and why didn't you?"
She smiled at his blunf insistence
on forcing the issue. "For a number
of excellent reasons, Caliph, sin the
first place, he wanted me to marry
him immediately and I wasn't ready
to leave Sobrante, while Billy was.
Indeed, It was highly necessary that
he should leave Immediately, for the
sake of bis health, and I had Billy's
Interest at heart sufficiently to Insist
upon It ' You seem to forget that
when a girl marries she must make
some preparation for the event, and
If she has any close relatives, such as
a brother, tor Instance, she likes to
have that relative present at the ceremony.
You will recall. Caliph, that
I have a brother and that you have
promised to Introduce me to him very
shortly."
"By Judas, I never thought of that
Miss Ruey," the repentant Webster
answered. "In fact I wasn't thinking of anybody's Interest In this matter but Bill's."
"Not even of mine, Caliph?" reproachfully.
"That goes without saying. Could I
have done anything nicer for you than
fix It for Bill so he would be In position to marry you? nere you are,
practically alone In the world at
least you were when BUI met you
and-fe- ll
In love with you and I know
that boy so well I was convinced, after meeting you, that his future happiness and yours would best be conserved If you married him. I realize
this la a most unusual conversa"
tion
"Quite to be expected of an unusual
man, Caliph. And I do not think you
were one bit presumptuous. It 'was
wonderfully dear of you, and I am

profoundly grateful that Billy and I
bave such a true, unselfish friend,
whose first thought Is for our happl- -'
ness. Of course, you realize how bad
I felt to think I couldn't accede to
Billy's plan. Billy's such a dear, it
quite hoke my heart to disappoint
him, but a little temporary unhoppl-- 1
ness will not ruin Billy, will It? It
makes me feel blue to talk about it,
Caliph."
ft'ot at all, not at all, Miss Ruey.
Bill is one of the impulsive, whirlwind kind, up in tflo clouds today
and down in the slough of despond
tomorrow, ne'll survive the shock,
nowever, I'm glad to know everything
Seeing you
will come out all Tight
here gave me a momentary, chill ;
thought a cog had slipped somewhere,
so I helped myself to Cupid's license
and asked. A man cannot learn very
much from a woman unless ho asks
questions, can be? I mean. on the subject of love."
She smiled a little, wistful, knowing
.smile. "No, Caliph," she. answered se
riously, . "somehow, the Master of
Things ordained that on the subject
of love man must do all the tnlking."
"Yes, but on the other hand, woman
has the last word as usjal. However, the only thing In your case and
Billy's that worries me is the thought
that since Bill left his magnet behind
he will be drawn back here before he
Is In the kind of shape, physically,
that I want him to be in before he
relieves me on the Job so I can go
away."
"Do not worry on that point, Caliph. I am your ally there; between
us both I think we can manage film."
And with those
"Fine business!
few kind words we'll dismiss William
until you care to talk about blm again,
although if you're as deep in love as
Bill you'll not stay off the subject
very long. Hope you haven't been
Into mischief."
"1 haven't been Idle. I've made several dresses for - Mother Jenks and
done a lot of fancy work 'and bgun
the study of my mother tongue. If
my brother should become president
of this country. It would 111 become his
sister not to be able to speak Spanish.
By the way, Billy told me you were
going to remain up in the hills cjulte
a while yet What brought you back
to town so soon?"
"Expected I'd have some freight arriving shortly."
"How long will you remain In Buenaventura?"
Considering the fact that, he was
no longer subject to temptation; since
the object of his temptation was now
definitely promised to his friend, Billy, Webster suddenly decided to remain until the political atmosphere
should be cleared, although prior to
his conversation with Dolores ,h,e had
cherished a definite plan to go back
to the hills within 48 hours.
"I'm going back," he replied soberly, "after I have kept my promise
flnu introduced you to your brother
If I canIn the government palace.
not Introduce him to you there, the title to our mining concession will be
clouded, in which event it will not be
necessary for Billy or myself to fuss
with It further."
He related to her the Information
gleaned from her brother two days
'
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"It's
fight a government despot In courts
controlled by the latter," he concluded. "Your brother must win and
Sarros; then with the .title
to the property certified by . the government as without a flaw, I may dare
to spend $50,000 developing It"
"And if my brother doesn't win?"
"I may never have an opportunity
to present you to blm. We mustn't
be squeamish about this matter, Miss
Ruey. If Rlcardo doesn't turn the
trick, he may go the way of his father, unless he can manage to get out
of the country."
She was silent, digesting this grim
alternative. "As I understand It, then.
Caliph, Rlcardo hopes to win bis revolution when he strikes the first blow."
.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Youth and Age.
so far, has found a' real
substitute for youth, although some
surgical experiments are asserted., to
have been successful In restoring
vitality and youthful spirits. Youth,
after all, Is a state of mind as well as
a span of years. Men and women are
not old at sixty ; they are not old at
seventy and when, eighty Is reached
many of them refuse to be shelved.
One's outlook upon life is likely to
determine whether one is to continue
real living or go to seed. Years ago
men retired at forty or fifty and were
not worth raucji to their communities
after that. Now a. man stays .la the
harness, alternating work and play.
So, In reality, he never- grows old In
spirit, regardless .of an accumulation
of many years when birthdays come.
Old age Is something of a habit It Is
easy enough to acquire f one seeks
It, but if youth Is desired one may
have It, and forget about the
Nobody,

The mileage, speed and time of travare
el of an automobile each
recorded on a circular chart with a device a Wisconsin man has Invented.

